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Family philanthropy
Blanchet siblings gained global
perspective and worldly interests
from their travels - SEE NEWS, A2
MONEY

GOVT.SAYS
DOLLAR DOLLAR
·Despite the failure of the Susan B. .
Anthony and Sacagawea coins, the
federal government will release·a
new one dollar coin into general
circulation on Thursday. Using a coin
instead of the one dollar bill would
save the government millions, but
75 percent of Americans still
oppose the
move.

SGA president endorses Hollinger/Berkowitz
WOODY WOMMACK
Staff Writer

As the SGA Presidential
Election draws near, key
endorsements are beginning to
come in for all three candidates
as more organizations and individuals are starting to choose
sides.
Brandie Hollinger and Logan

Berkowitz gained two key
endorsements late last week.
SGA President Mark White and
Vice President Jared Stout both
announced their support for
the Hollinger/Berkowitz ticket
in an open letter to UCF students
posted
on
the
Hollinger/Berkowitz Web site.
Even though White and
Stout are officially endorsing

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
EXPERT TO SPEAK AT
ALUMNI CENTER TODAY
The Department of Criminal Justice
and Legal Studies will host speaker
Hugo Adam Bedau, a well-known
expert on capital punishment. Bedau
has written several books and
academic papers on the subject.

· Anthony Furbush

Eric Eingold

Hometown: Coral Springs
Major: General Business Administration and Economics
Status: Senior
Web site: www.vote4results.com/

Hometown: Pensacola
Major: Nursing
Status: Senior
Web site: www.yourlegacy2007.com

Hometown: Fort Lauderdale
Majors: Political Science and Spanish
Status: Senior
Web site: www.ouructcom/

"I'm a straight shooter."-

"It's about getting answers."

"My hobby is advoca~y."

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg stressed the
importance of a diverse student body
during a visit to Florida International
University on Saturday. She noted
that Fl Uhas a high number of
Hispanic students.

As a senator for three years, Anthony
Furbush is no stranger to campus politics.
''I wanted to help people out and see
what student government was like," Furbush said Since getting involved, he's
acted as Speaker of the Senate.

NATION & ORLD, A4

SEN. BARAK OBAMA
FORMALLY ANNOUNCES
RUN FOR PRESIDENT
Obama is looking to cap his
remarkable, rapid rise to prominence
with the biggest political prize of all
- the presidency. His elective career
began just 10 years ago in the Illinois
Legislature.
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Brandie Hollinger

Anthony Furbush
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on the candidates and if we
want to support someone we
will, but SGA and the executive
branch will not be endorsing
any candidates."
White and Stout support the
Hollinger/Berkowitz campaign
as individuals, but that doesn't
mean the executive branch is

IFC ON A6

2007 SGA PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

JUSTICE GINSBURG
ADDRESSES STUDENTS
AT FIU LAW SCHOOL

INDEX

in an e-mail sent to the executive branch Cabinet members
around the start of the semester.
White also added in the email, "I will allow any of you to
support candidates, but when
talking to clubs and orgs you
cannot say stuff like 'the executive branch supports so and so.'
Jared and I will be reading up

GET READY TO CASTYOURVOTE

Candidates face off i11 debate today at 12:30 p.1n.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

Around campus
Weather
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Nation & Wortd
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Opinions
Oassifieds
Sudoku
Crossword

Hollinger/Ber~owitz, the president has banned campaigning
in the SGA offices.
"I want to make it very clear
that I will not allow anyone in
my Cabinet to campaign out of
their offices. That means, no
wearing campaign shirts, no
campaign meetings, nothing
campaign related is allowed in
the SGA offices,'' White wrote

MEET THE CANDIDATES

ANIMALS

~

I

WEATHER

I SHOWERS

78° 60°

RACHEL HATZIPANAGOS
StaffWriter

If elected, Furbush wants to improve
campus safety by adding more resources
to the Safety Escort Patrol Program.
He opposes the ·~ademic Enhancement Program,'' a plan that would charge
students $500 per semester that would
go toward hiring more professors,
among other things. All three candidates
have said they oppose the plan.
"I've gotten a job [as a bartender], and
I couldn't afford that extra 500 bucks,''

F\lrbush said "I know what it's like to be
on Ramen noodles."
Outside of politics, Furbush is also a
member of Lamda Chi Alpha Fraternity.
He said that if elected, he wouldn't bring
any bias to the position.
"I realize I'm making decisions that
need to help out as many people as I
can,'' FUrbush said "I wouldn't show any
PLEASE SEE

Newly crowned beauty queen preparing
for competition in Miss Florida pageant
Contributing Writer

Denesha Jenkins was crowned
Miss UCF Saturday night in front of
a raucous, near-capacity crowd of
fellow students, beauty queens,
friends and family. She will now go
on to represent UCF .in the Miss
Florida competition in July.
The senior elementary education major received her crown from
last year's winner, Megan Clementi.
The contestants danced, sang
and strutted their beauty and talents on a Pegasus Ballroom stage

fitted with a backdrop from the
musical Chicago.
At the announcement ofthe new
Miss UCF, the crowd whistled,
chanted and applauded for their
favorite contestants.
As a senior, Jenkins said winning
the pageant meant everything to
her.
"Now I'm at a point in my life
that I celebrate who I am because of
all the experiences that I was
afforded here at UCF,'' she said
''This is my last year competing and
PLEASE SEE

FAITH ON A6

When

Feb.19 through 5 p.m. Feb. 21
Tips

Don't let campaigners pressure you
Don't vote just for the free stuff
Come out to the debate to learn more
about the candidates

SGA ON A8
PHOTOS BY NIGEL GRAY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Miss UCF says winning means everything
SCOTIGURLEY

How to vote
Students can vote through myUCF at
my.ucf.edu

Downtown buses
link students with
Orlando's nightlife
ROBYN SIDERSKY
StaffWriter

RYAN PELHAM I CENTRAL FlORJDA FUTURE

Denesha Jenkins, a senior elementary education major, was
crowned the 23rd Miss UCF Saturday night

The SGA-arranged LYNX downtown
bus service took off successfully Saturday
night, with buses arriving on campus just
after 10 p.m. to pick up students and bring
them to Downtown Orlando.
Bus services continued until about 3:30
a.m., with buses running every 20 .minutes
downtown.
LYNX footed the bill for the trial run,
although students had to pay to use the
buses.
The fare was $2.50 each way, but many
PLEASE SEE SOBERING ON A7
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News and rwtices for

the UCF comnum.ity

SGA Presidential Debate

•·

1utuf~

A debate among the candidates for the presidency of the
Student Government Association will take place today .at
12:30 p.m. in Room 218 CD of
the Student Union.
- Students will have a chance
to ask questions of the candidates, as well as their vice-presidential ninning mates, about
their platforms and other factors relevant to the race.
1bis is a chance for students
to get informed on the tickets.
For more information, contact SGA at sga_ec@mail.ucf.
edu.
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The Student Newspaper at UCFsince 1968

Februaiy 12, 2007
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•

The Central Florfda Futu111 ls the independent, studentwrttten newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the individual
columnist il!ld not necessarily tflose ofthe editorial staff
or the Universityadministration. Ail contentls property of
the Central Rodda Futu111 and may not be reprinted In part
or in whole without pennfsskln from the publlsller.
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Editor in Chief
Troy Hillier x213
editor@CentralfforidaftJture.com

Open Mic Knight
The Campµs Activities
Board's Comedy and Variety
committees will host Open Mic
Knight today from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m. at Wackadoo's in the Student Union.
The eVent is open to everyone to come and share their talents, whether it's comedy, beat
box, poetry or acoustic music.
Open Mic Knight will be
· held every Monday during the
semester. .
For more information, contact Mike Newman at (407)
823-6471.

News Editor
Abe Aboraya x213
news@CentralRoridaFuture.com

Opinions Editor
Chris Hoyler x213
opinions@CentralFloridaFuture.com
~

Sports Editor

..

Melissa Heyboer x215
sports@(entra/Floridafuture.com

Variety Editor
Corinne Schuler x214
variety@(entta/F/ortdafuture.com

James Andres

I

Senior Staff Writer

I

Photo Editor

Capital punishment speaker

!

Abeer Abdalla

The Department of Criminal
Justice and Legal Studies will
host speaker Hugo Adam
Bedau for a presentation on the
future of capital punishment on
Monday from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
in the Fairwinds Alumni Center.
Bedau, professor emeritus at
Tufts University, is a wellkno\vn expert on capital punishment, and has written several papers and books on the
subject.
For more information, contact the Department of Criminal Justice and Legal Studies at

•

l

Staff Writers

"

I

Victor Anderson, Brandon Bielich,
Nathan Curtis, William Goss, ~
Mary Knowles, Zach Moore,
.Brian Murphy, Ileana Rodriguez,
Crystal Scott, Robyn Sidersky

•

..

Copy Editors
Padrick Brewer, Jenn Kepler,
Adam Manz(>r, Matt Mor(ison,
Becky Williams

•

Staff Photographers

Rebecca Barnett, Brian Bustos,
Ben fdelstein, Nigel Gray,
Andy Jacobsohn, Amanda Moore

I

Editorial Cartoonist
Spain Fischer

407-823-2603.

J

Art Director

•
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Ben Henderson

Graphic Artists
Cara Cooper, Joseph Mangabat
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Editorial Adviser
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Alex Babcock x21 O
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Keep local with headlines

you may have missed.

Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader
Ginsburg addresses law students
MIAMI - U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Ruth·Bader Ginsburg stressed the importance of
a diverse student body during a
visit to Florida International
University on Saturday.
Noting the school has the
highest number of Hispanic
students of any local school in
the country, Ginsburg lauded
FIU's global approach and commitment to diversity.
Her speech capped off a
three-day celebration over the
law school's new state-of-theart building, a three-story $40
million facility designed by
famed architect and dean of the
school of architecture at Yale
University, Robert A.M. Stern,
The Miami Herald reported.
"The benefits of a diverse
student population are not theoretical but real," said Ginsburg,
who cited a 2003 Supreme
Court decision to uphold the ·
affnmative action policy at the
University of Michigan's law
school
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4

·LET US KNOW _
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.com. · Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
edition.

Advertising Sales'Oirector
·Mark L~naris x204

Markl@KnightNewspapers.co.m

World-wide travel
inspires continued
philanthropic work

JJniversity Sales Director
Heissam Jebailey x201

Hei'Ssaml@KnightNewspqpers.com

'

JTrisha Jrwin x212
Jrisbal@KnightNewspapers.com

NATALIE MORERA

Circulation Director

Contributing Writer •

Daniela Blanchet admits she never
really knew what her parents did, but it
was enough to raise her interests in global
issues.
· "I was too young to really understand
what they were doing while they were
doing it ... but they were always very open
with us, so I always had some connection
.•. to the situations they were dealing
with,'' Blanchet said.
Blanchet is the daughter of Argentine
diplomats to Russia and Austria. Her
mother specialized in international social
and legal issues, her father specialized in
international economics and industrial
development.
"I didn't understand the politics behind
their work and what the issues they were
dealing with truly meant,'~ she said. "They
spoke to us about poverty, war, anything
they were dealing with ... I don't think kids
can really grasp the significance of those
difficult issues until later on in life."
It was her parents' career-and her
subsequent life full of traveling-that

-

_Classifieds Sales Director

Ma~gie Jerominski x211
,Magg~K!}iphtNewspapers.com

. . ,General-Manager
Brian Unden x220

1
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PHOTOS COURTESY DANIELA BLANCHET

Daniela Blanchet, 21, an economics major, has spent her life traveling with her diplomat parents and three siblings.Her
family and experiences have ·encouraged a dedication to philanthropic work at UCF and abroad.

inspired Blanchet's passion for philanthropic work.
At the age of 21, Blanchet is now a resident of the United States and has travel~d
to more than 20 countries and a quarter of
the United States with her family. Always ·
on the move, Blanchet's three siblings
became the only constant in her life.
"Since we moved so much and were
constantly traveling as a family, I guess I

LOCAL WEATHER

didn't have much ofa choice but to be best
friends with my siblings ... although this
tw;ned out to be a pretty good deal,'' said
BJ.arichet.
Blanchet has two older sisters, Jordana
and Noel, and one brother, SGA Sen. Gaston Blanchet.
"[W]e still hang out with each other so
PLEASE SEE
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TODAY IN DETA{L
SHOWERS

High: 78° Low: 60°

Today~ Cloudy with light showers
throughout the day. Winds ~ast
southeast at 5 to ll) mph.
Tonight Cloud ceyer remains, and
the chance of showers goes tip. Winds
south-southeast at 5 to 10 mph.•

KnightShoppers.com
In association with UCF, do your
shopping with KnightShoppers.com
and get the best deals and discounts
on hundreds of your favor!te brands.

•
Laura I.:!. Mays, P.A.-C.
National Certifie9 Physician Assistant

829 Woodbury Rd, Suite 103
Orlando, FL32828

For ~pointments: 407-299-7333
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Woman «harged with shooting
pharmacist able to stand trial
JACKSONVILLE
A
woman charged with fatally
shooting a pregnant pharmacy
manager in the head at Shands
Jacksonville hospital last year is
competent to stand trial, a
judge ruled
Circuit
Judge
Hugh
Carithers made his decision
Friday after hearing from two
court-appointed mental health
experts. Both said Brenda Joyce
Coney suffers from paranoid
schizophrenia.
Coney is charged with firstdegree murder in the death of
Shannon Mccants, 37, a married mother of two.
Coney has acknowledged
shooting McCants in police
reports and to mental health
professionals. Assistant Public
Defender Debra Billard said
she plans to argue at trial that
Coney was insane at the time of
the shooting.
Court-appointed psychologist William Meadows checked·
Coney's mental health records
and examined her in jail.
Coney talked to Meadows
about feeling persecuted and
about her motives for the
killing, Meadows t estified Friday. He found her to be hypersensitive to criti&m and people she feels slighted by, but her
answers were appropriate and
relevant to her defense, he said
Another mental health
expert who examined Coney
Warned that she was delusional
and that her competence to
stand trial was borderline.
Psychiatrist Ernest Miller
testified that Coney may show
disturbing behavior at future
proceedings.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
~olleges around the country

Minnesota college investigates
"politically incorrect" party
ST. PAUL, Minn. - A party
that asked students to come
dressed "politically incorrect"
has prompted an investigation
by Macalester College officials
who learned one student was
costUmed as a Ku Klux Klan
member and another wore
blackface with a noose around
his neck.
Students at the private
school told administrators
about the Jan. 16 party on campus.
"My initial reaction was
shock," said Paul MaitlandMcKinley, a member of the
Black Liberation Affairs Committee, a student group. "I
thought, this can't really happen on my campus."
A campus-wide discussion
is planned for Tuesday.
The student newspaper, ·
The Mac Weekly, quoted senior David Nifoussi, who attended the party, as saying it was
meant to be a satiric comment
on "things that would be considered taboo i.t;l most situations" at the liberal school

Effects of affirmative action law
already seen at Michigan State
EAST LANSING, Mich. The effects of Michigan's new
law banning some types of
affmnative action are starting
to make themselves felt across
Michigan State University.
Six weeks ago, the school
had an Office of Racial Ethnic
Student Affairs. Now, it's called
the Office of Cultural,and Academic Transitions, the Lansing
State Journal reported in a Sattirday story.
Many of the changes are
small: New names, new program descriptions, a new
emphasis on the fact that the
events, programs and services
targeted toward minority students are open to everyone.
School President Lou Anna
Simon said in her State of the
University address Thursday
that the community can't use
Proposal 2 as an excuse "to say
that our belief of inclusion isn't
real anymore." ·
"It just simply requires a lot
more hard work, a lot more
outreach, a lot more creativity,"
she said
.
Proposal 2, approved in
November, bans the use of race
and gender preferences in public university admissiqns and
government hiring.
I
)

l

.
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pre-meds:
do you have
all 8?

•

RICH SAALI ASSOCIATED PRESS

U.S. Sen. Barack Obama, D-111., greets a crowd before announcing his candidacy for
presideJlcy at the Old State Capitol building in Springfield, Ill., Saturday.
.

Obama announces presidential
run, leading new generation

ing one of the many deadlocks
in the talks.
At this round of nuclear
negotiations, however, North
Korea has committed in principle to taking the first steps
toward disarmament. A Chinese draft agreement would
grant the communist nation
unspecified energy aid for
shutting down its main nuclear
facilities within two months,
South Korea's Yonhap news
agency reported
The initial rounds of sixnation talks that began in 2003
appeared to be mostly a diplomatic dog-and-pony show,
with the previous U.S. envoy
James Kelly believed not to
have any real authority to .
negotiate a deal.
While U.S. diplomats and
regional partners were negotiating an agreement in September 2005, when the North
pledged in principle to abandon its nuclear bombs, the U.S.
Treasury pepartment blacklisted a Macau bank where
Pyongyang held accounts causing the North to boycott
talks for more than a year.

SPRJNGFIELD, Ill.
Barack Obama announced his
bid for president Saturday, a
black man evoking Abraham
Lincoln's ability to unite a
nation and a Democrat portraying himself.as a fresh face
capable of leading a new generation.
"Let us transform this
nation," he told thousands at
the campaign's kickoff.
In his speech, he focused ori
his life in Illinois over the past
two decades, beginning with a
job as a community organizer
with a $13,000-a-year salary
that strengthened his Christian
faith. He said the struggles he
saw people face inspired him
to get a law degree and run for
the Legislature, where he
served eight years.
He tied his announcement
to the legacy of Lincoln,
announcing from the building
where the future 16th president served in the state Legislature.
He spoke of reshaping the
economy for the digital age,
investing in education, protecting employee benefits, Padilla attorneys file request for
insuring those who do not competency hearing delay
. MIAMI - Attorneys for
have health care, ending pover. ty, weaning America from for- suspected al-Qaida operative
eign oil and fighting terrorism Jose Padilla want to delay a
while
rebuilding
global he~ on their client's ability
alliances. But he said the first to be tried on terrorism
priority must be to end the war charges after a doctor's report
saying Padilla is competent to
in Iraq.
·
"It's time to admit that no stand trial
Government attorneys said
amount of American lives can
resolve the political disagree- in a filing Friday that an evalument that lies at the heart of ation of Padilla had found him
someone else's civil war," he able to stand trial In response,
said. He noted that he was Padilla's attorneys filed their
against the invasion from the own motion, writing that they
start. ·
want access to people and docObama talked how previous uments reviewed by the doctor
generations have brought who determined Padilla was
change - fighting. off coloniz- competent before a hearing on
ers, slavery and the· Great that issue. A competency hearDepression, welcoming immi- ing had been set for Feb. 16.
Padilla, 36, is a U.S. citizen
grants, building railroaQ.s and
and · former Chicago gang
landing a man on the moo'n.
"Each and every time, a new member charged with being
generation has risen up and part of a North American cell
done what's needed to be that provided cash, supplies
done," he said· "Today we are and recruits to Islamic extremcalled once more- and it is time ists.
· In 20.02 he was arrested at
for our generation to answer
Chicago's O'Hare Internationthat call."
al Airport and accused of plotting to detonate a radioactive
N. Korea not immune to internal
"dirty bomb" in the U.S.
debates on nuclear question
BEIJING - North Korea is · Designated an enemy coma totalitarian state where sim- batant by President Bush,
ply mishandling a portrait of .Padilla was held without·crimleader Kim Jong 11 is consid- inal charges at a Navy brig for
ered a crime. That doesn't more than 3 years before being
mean there is no internal added to a Mia.mi terroiismdebate as the regime weighs support case in late 2005. The
whether to dismantle its dirty bomb allegations are not
mentioned in the Miami
nuclear weapons program.
The United States, China, ·indictment.
Padilla claims he was torJapan, Russia and South Korea
are trying to win a commit- tured in custody, and his
ment from the North to make · lawyers say he is suffering
its first tangible steps toward from post-tratimatic stress disabandoning its nuclear pro- order, raising questions about
grams since the negotiations his competence for trial, allebegan, in 2003. That goal has gations that federal officials ·
become more pressing since deny
the North tested its first
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
nuclear bomb in October, dur-
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Add Some Leadership &Excitement To Your Schedule! for more information,
contact MAJ Brian Fallon. UCFArm ROTC 407-823-5383 or visit www.arrn .ucf.edu toda

Introducing:
KniuhtDWl

. ...
II

.

~

•
"

•Sad, Worthless or Guilty
• Trouble Eating or Sleeping
•No Motivation
·
• Difficul1y Concentrating
• Feeling Downhearted or Blue
If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be
interested in a medical research study tor adults who
experience symptoms bf depression. If you qualify, all studyrelated care will be provided at no cost and you will be
compensated up to $400 for time and travel. As always, there
Is never an over night stay, and health Insurance Is not
required. Enrollment is limited. so call today.

•

The University Writing Center is now offering more on line
and phone consultations for all U~F students.
To schedule an appointment visit:
wwW.uwcscheduler.ucf.edu and look for Knig htOWL on line
or KnightOWL phone. ·
For more information:

www.uwc.ucf.edu
or
407-823-2197.
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Where·
there's a
wheel,
there's a

CAB hosts
•
screenmg
ofBorat,

'That's nice'
ASHLEY LEE

way

Contributing Writer

The Campus . Activities
Board Cinema committee hosted a showing of Borat Wednesday night in the Student Union.
Free popcorn was offered to
a larger-than-anticipated audience wanting to see the prereleased movie.
"We knew there was going
to be a lot of people here since
Borat was such a huge success
in theaters, but we really didn't
expect such an enormous
crowd," said Jackie Croteau,
member of CAB Cinema,
"We're working on getting
more chairs, and students are ·
still standing up against the
:walls.''
,
The size of the crowd and
technic3.l. difficulties caused a
40-minute delay, but overall,
UCF students were pleased
with the showing of the movie.
"It was one of the funniest
movies I have ever seen - possibly the funniest," Jorge Velez,
a junior at UCF, said
The club gets their movies
from a company that prereleases films months before
they become available to the
public. "There's a big list of
films, and all we have to do is
choose the one we want and
they send it to us," said Croteau.
"I knew there was a lot of
talk from people who think it's
controversial, and there was a
couple jokes about Jewish people, but I still thought it was
great," Velez said "Since I didn't get to see it in the theaters~
I'm very glad they did this. I'll
definitely go t() more CAB
events in the future."

IFC endorses
Hollinger,
Furbush·
•
campaigns
FROM
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officially supporting anyone,
Hollinger said.
"Mark White, as an individual, is supporting Logan and I,"
Hollinger said. "1bat's why you
can't say that the executive
branch is supporting us ... that's
why he made sure that we did
that.'' '
White did not retunl phone
calls seeking comment on the
e-mail to his staff or his official
endorsement of Hollinger.·
When presidential candidate Eric Eingold heard the
news of the endorsement, he
said he wasn't exactly surprised.
·
"I guess it's kind of typical
when these elections happen,"
said Eingold. "I don't understand the need to.send out the
e-mail [to members of SGA]
and then put your face on their
Web site ... to say 'Jared and I
support someone,' and then to
say, 'the executive branch doesn't support any one candidate'
-is just kind of ridiculous.''
The third candidate for SGA
president, Anthony Furbush,
the .c urrentspeakeroftheSenate, also said he wasn't surprised when he heard the
endorsement.
''It seems like there's a little
bit more of internal support
gofug their way,'' said Furbush.
"I don't know if that helps or
hurts me.''
He also said that .the senators and oth.e rs inside the SGA
office are respecting White's
· wishes.
"Everyone has more or less
kept it out of the office this
year," Furbush said
The Interfraternity Council
is officially endorsing both
Hollinger and Furbush. The
IFC typically supports candidates who are members of fraternities, and this year both
tickets have at least one Greek
member.
Hollinger said she expects
more
organizations
to
announce · their allegiances
after attending the SGA presidential debate on Monday.
The debate takes place Monday at 12:30 p.m. in Student
Union Room 218CD. The SGA
presidential polls open via
myUCF on Feb. 19 and close
Feb. 21.

•
ASHLEY LEE

Contributing Writer

Faith allowed
Miss UCFto
believe in self
I

.

PHOTOS BY RYAN PELHAM I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Clockwise from top: lginia Parish tries to kick her way to the crown with a Taekwondo _
performance; Casey Martin struts her stuff in the swimwear competition; Evy Tonn poses
with Miss UCF 2006 Megan Clementi after winning the legacy award.

opportunity to showcase who
I've stood on his word,'' Jenk- they are and the opportunity
to give them an even greater
ins said
Jenkins said thafher faith in lead~rship role."
what a way to go out with a
·~far as MisSUCF goes, it
bang than to represent a God was paramount in her
preparation for the pageant.
is a preliminary competition
school that you love."
"I've become more com- for the Miss Florida competiBefore any awards were
given or crowns exchanged, fortable with myself, and I find tion. From there they can go to
Jenkins said a prayer before it easier for me to celebrate the Miss America, and I think
.she stepped out onto the pag- woman that I am and the that's ·really- good for our
woman that I'm becoming school because that gives us
eant stage for the last time.
· ''When we finished all the through my relationship with an outlet to. promote our
phases of the competition and God," Jenkins said. "It just · . school as well, from: the girls
I was backstage, I was like, 'Oh seems like the closer I get to coming out of Utis program,"
my goodness, at this pageant Him through things like read- she said
Clementi said her experithere are so many beautiful ing his word, the more configrrls here.' I had to pull out the . dence I have about the person ence as Miss UCF taught her
Scriptures: 'I can do all things that I am, and the person .t hat to remember every day and
make friends, because when
through Him who strengthens . I'm becoming."
Saturday's pageant was the it's over, the memories and
me,' and ~k and you shall
receive,'" she said To give her 23rd crowning of Miss UCF. friendships are all that are left.
the confidence to compete, LisaBoxe, the director of Spec- Clem~nti will be continuing
she repeate9. them throughout tacular Knights and coordina- her education, dancing for the
tor for the Mr. and Miss UCF Orlando Magic and pursuing
the competition.
''.And once again God has scholarship competitions said, any opportunities that come
I .
just come through because "It gives the students an along the way.
FROM
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For audience member Tangela Griffin, the Chicagothemed evening was satisfying. "CAB did a very good job
as far, as presentation," she
said ''I think it's very professional."
During the intermission,
Griffin, who had come to
cheer on Jenkins, said she was
proud of her friend "I think
she's doing a tremendous job,"
she said
"I think she's wonderful.
I'm also pleased with the talent...the variety of talent [at
the competition]. It's not just
singing and it's not just dancing; it's a mix. 1bat's what I'm
enjoying the most," she.said.
Laura Godfrey·and Dwight
Bueno, who both attend classes at the Cocoa campus, came
to support their friend Sarah
Stoeckel. Godfrey said they
enjoyed what they had seen.

Sophomore Matt Doran was
in a bicycle shop six months ago '
when he saw a peculiar sight a unicycle.
"That's when I thought to
myself, 'Hey, this is something
I'd really like to try out,'" Doran
said
While skateboards and bicy- ~
cles are a regular sight when
walking to class, the start of a
unicycle club at UCF could lead
to a new mode of student trans-.
portation. Doran is trying to do
just that.
"I want to start this club at
UCF because it's really a cool
hob.by to look into and -teach to
others,'' Doran said
Kreg Dobzinski, a junior, ~
wrote in an e-mail interview
that, while he always thought
unicycles were kind of weird,
"secretly, I always admired the t:
work and effort that it takes to
actually do it. If there was a unicycle club at UCF, I would
probably check it out.''
With the start of a unicycle
club, Doran wants to collaborate with others who unicycle
and teach students how to ride.
"It definitely takes a lot of
willpower and patience. Once
you find your center of gravity, J.·
it's addicting. Although you fall
and fall, you want to keep
climbing on and riding," Doran
said
A helmet is recommended
when learning to ride a unicycle, but there is no reason to fear .
a fall. Because the pedals are
close to the ground, it is easy to
stand on your feet when you
begin to lose your balance.
·
.The Unicycle Club hopes to
join forces with the Juggling
Club at UCF to perform and
host shows together on campus, '(',
travel to other schools and raise
funds for charity. Doran hopes
that this club will continue at "
UCF even after he graduates.
"This is an interest I have that I believe many others could
share and enjoy,'' Doran said
,.
fu order to start the club, students who already know how to
unicycle are needed to teach
others. The club also seeks
owners of unicycles who are
willing to share their rides until
the club has the proper funding ..,
to purch<1.se their own unicycles.
There is a lot of diversity in
unicycles. ],>rices can range ·
from under $100 to more than ·
$300 - and they're customizable. The wheel, pedals, crank
and seat can all be modified to _.
change speed and riding technique.
"Not only is riding a unicycle
a lot of fun, it's also a great
workout. You have to use your
core muscles to balance your
weight in all directions and stay ,_
sitting straight up," Doran said
The Unicycle Club is seeking interested members, regard- .
less of experience level. If you "
would like to join, search for the
UCF Unicycle Club on Facebook, or e-mail the club's ere- 4
ator at unicycleucf@gmail.com.
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Sobering commute
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"I think if you·
. don't drink _
right before.
you leave, it
should give
·you enough
time to drive."

)

Tag /it -birthright israel t rips in May, June, July & Aug ust
---~r~--·-·--:~~--

..
Departures 'from New Yot k, (hi~l1g ~, Los Angeles, & Miam i
Choose Israel Outdoors for various trip :o ptions. Choose your journey!

Register on ·F·,e bruary 1·s@

www. is r a e Io u t.d·o ors.com
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people didn't know they needed exact change.
"It's stupid that you have to
have exact change. I don't
think it said that on the fliers•
.But the concept is a great idea,"
·senior business management
major Wendy Harrington said
Vice-presidential candidate
Austin Smith was among the
campaigners downtown to
greet· the ·bus riders, handing
out fliers to students.
"I think this was. great idea,"
. Smith said. 1r •
Although many students
paid $3 and sacrificed their 50
cents change, some only had
big bills and _decided not to
. ride the bus.
Students who utilized the
new service said they were satisfied with the turnout.
"I think it's great so you
don't have to park downtown
and worry about parking and
paying, and if you have too
many drinks you don't have to
take the risk of driving home,''
said freshman biology major ·
Becky Jackson.
The buses, although directed toward UCF students, didn't
require a UCF ID, allowing
Valencia students and other
area students to use the bus.
One student who was visiting
from the University of Florida
compared the new service to
the Later Gator service available to UF students.
"The only difference is that
it's ·only for UF students and
it's free, and for visitors it's like
$1," said UF freshman physical
science and human nutrition
major Ashley Alvarez.
Many · students used the
buses so they could drink
downtown without having to
worry· about driving 25 minutes back to campus.
"I believe this is a helpful
activity that is full, and I'm
really glad the school is doing
this sort ~f thing. It makes the
world a better place, prev~nt
ing DUis and driving accidents '
on the highway," said senior

birthright israe1·
www~ birth righti srael. com

Standard Tag /it-birthright isra el eligibility ru les apply. Call 1-800566-4.6 11 o r ema il in fo@israelou tdoors. com for more details.
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From top: from left, Shannon Byrne, Rebecca Sanchez and Danielle Karfonta try out the new
service; weary students took off their shoes to soothe their aching feet; passengers stand
outside·of a Lynx bus before traveling downtown for a night of fun.

business major Kristen Eames.
Some students who wanted
to drink downtown planned
accordingly by staying with
friends on campus, carpooling
home or remaining sober ·
enough to drive by the time the
bus dropped them , back at
campus.
·
"'I think if you don't drink
right before you leave, it
should give you enough time to
drive," said junior Michele
Tressler.
The buses left from the bus
loop between the Education
Complex and the parkirig ·
garageA
.
Students were dropped two
blocks from Church Street Station, near the intersection of
Rosalind Avenue and Jackson
Street.
·Tue new service provided
some students with their first
trip to downtown Orlando.
"It's fantastic. It's the only
way I could get downtown ·
now, so I could see shows and
it's only $1 more than my regular route-not that bad," said

~OffadiAe ~

fr~shman. finance major Kevin
O'Brien.
"I like having a DD [designated driver]. We never go
downtown because no one
wants to drive,'' said junior
advertising-public relations
major Shannon Byrne.
In the press release from
SGA, Student Body Vice President Jared Stout said, "SGA is
excited about the potential of
the Feb. 10 downtowri shuttle
bus. If students utilize this
service.and feedback is positive, the possibility of making
this a regular service is intriguing."
According to the release,
the idea for the downtown
buses came after the success of
the SGA bus·e s to downtown
the Friday before the 2006
UCF vs. USF football game.
The large amount of student .
participation in the Block Party
prompted SGA to jump at' the
opportunity to partner with
LYNX to make an ongoing
downtown shuttle service for
UGF students.

· The Ultimate Salon Experience
1016 Lockwo~ Street• Suite 130
Oviedo Spa• (407) 359-7006
Hair• (407/ 359-1155

"The Biggest Salon in Town!"

BEAUTY SPA
Only 5 mins. rrom UCF
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·
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SGA;vets vie for top job
Where would the money
· come from?
"We aren't trying to strain
personal favoritism towards the Activity and Services budgany individual organization."
et,'' Hollinger said. "We are
Furbush also said he is dis- looking for alternative sources/
appointed with the recent of funding. I'm sure there's a
accusations of hazing that . grant we could get:'
brought on Sigma Phi Epsilon's ·
She said she has spoken
suspensiori.
with SARC that estimated
"I don't think hazing is the adding additional tutors could
way to go,'' Furbush said ''You be $400 per semester.
shouldn't have to humiliate
Hollinger also wants to
yourself to get accepted"
improve health awareness on
campus by adding additional
Brandie Hollinger
defibrillators and making stuBrandie Hollinger said what dents aware of where the area
student government really hospitals are. A nursing major,
needs is a breath of fresh air.
Hollinger has volunteered in
"We need to get SGA out of hospitals and said she sees the
the office," Hollinger said "We importance of having equiphave to start meeting with stu- ment.
dents face-to-face and be out
"We don't communicate
with them where they are:'
with the students effectively
Hollinger wants to increase enough,'' Hollinger said
involvement with student clubs
by asking them what they want. Eric Eingold
"We need to follow up with
Agree or disagree with Eric
· student organizations and con- Eingold's politics, there's one
tact them biweekly," Hollinger thing most would agree on: he
said
speaks his mind
As part of her platform,
Eingold is a member of StuHollinger has also proposed dents for a Democratic Society,
adding more chairs to the Engi- a group that "exposes our eduneering atrium, increasing cation system's domination by
nesources for the University corporate/government interWriting Center and hiring ests and seeks to create a comxhore tutors for the Student munity of educational and
Academic Research Center.
political concern,'' according to
FROM
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their Web site.
As part of his involvement,
Eingold has protested against
everything from the war in Iraq
to having Coca-Cola sponsorship on campus.
Eingold's rumiing mate,
Austin Smith, said that "If you
are creating friction and you .
are advocating for change, a lot
oftimes it's thought of as something that's wrong and that's
unfortunate."
Eingold said he plans to
remain a member of SDS if he
is elected
"SDS is inherently a political
organization,'' Eingold said.
"But, if you look at my record in
Senate, we've been able to put
aside our political ideology to
work ' for students. We've
helped fund the College
Republicans."
Eingold was voted most
influential senator of the 39th
Senate. The award was given by
the other senators.
Eingold said that if he is
elected, he would work with
the bookstore to have lower
prices for textbooks.
"We want to fight for the
students," Eingold said

•

GETS THE AD.RENAtlNE GOING.
YOURS ~NO WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME. .
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All three candidates will face .
off today in a presidential
debate at 12:30 p.m in Room 218
CD ofthe Student Union.

Charitable family stays close
' «)

•
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often,'' Blanchet said "We are
all friends with each other's
friends. I guess we just see each
other as friends, instead of just
'Sl"blings•"'
~ Blanchet praised her parents, saying her mother. is the
f~ee spirit and her dad ''has a
huge heart."
"I think his good nature is
one of the main influences that
has led me to my interest in
philanthropy," said Blanchet.
Blanchet became involved
in multiple philanthropic projects since arriving at UCF as a·
fteshman, following in the footsteps of her older sister Noel
"She was super-involved in
a variety of organizations at
UCF and was a great example
for Gaston and I, who became
UCF students after her,'' said
Blanchet.
Blanchet was leader of the
Dance Marathon, and co-executive director of the LEAD
scholars program.
Last semester; Blanchet took
the Cornerstone Course, a
required business course at
UCF encouraging teamwork,
creativity and communication.
Through the course, Daniela
was active in creating the team
Helping Hands.
Blanchet and her team aided
~ non-profit organization
called Ten Thousand Villages
qf Orlando, Inc.
"For my part of the project, I
organiZed and executed a charity concert with local bands
and musicians. Helping Hands
raised $340 at this event alone
and a total of $750 for this
organization!" she said. "It's
been a tough and time-consuming course, but definitely a
good learning experience,
since I am considering entering
the non-profit market for my
future career."
Currently, she is a member
and project's co-coordinator
for President Hitt's Leadership
Council and an intern at the
prlando Regional Chamber of
Commerce, where she is the
program assistant for Leadership Orlando, a program for
~ommunity and business leaders. 1
· ~ Recently, Blanchet received

(

PHOTOS COURTESY DANIELA BLANCHET

Top: Blanchet, third from right, gathers with fellow Project: Darfur board members and
Oarfu.rian refugee Oerreck Kayongo, middle~ Above: Blanchet on top of the Eiffel Tower.

a one-year scholarship from
the UCF School of Business to
study and complete her degree
abroad in Nancy, France. Her
scholarship begins September
2007 and ends June 2008.
One of Blanchet's proudest
moments at UCF was her
involvement with Project: Darfur.
"I had the privilege of working ~th a dedicated and
diverse group of students that
planned and executed the Project: Darfur Awareness Week It
was one of my proudest
involvements
at
UCF,''
Blanchet said
"It was important because it
dealt with an issue that I felt
could not or should not be
ignored Genocide was, and is
still, occurring. Project: Darfur
was one of those opportunities
that I just could n,ot forgo,'' said
Blanchet.
Blanchet served as treasurer
of the organization and helped
Project: Darfur raise $1,000 for
the Greater Orlando United
Nations Assodatiori-USA, as
well as more than $2,200 for
Damanga Coalition for Freedom and Democracy, an organization that is dedicated to
helping the victims of Darfur.
"One of the best parts of
this experience was being able
to work with the executive
director
of
Damanga,
Mohamed Yahya, who is actually a Darfurian refugee. I spent
many hours with him and
learned a great deal about the
situation from a first-hand
acco~t. He is ari amazing per-

son and an inspiration. We still
keep in touch, and he serves as
a continuing link for me to the
Darfur situation,'' Blanchet
said
Blanchet is not the only.sibling active in philanthropic
work. Her three siblings have
done multiple projects-often·
together.
"Noel, Ga&ton, and 1 have
volunteered with Juni.o r
Achievement and participated
in the UCF Heart Walk, UCF
Dance Marathon, more than
once, and wi)1. participate in
this spring's Relay for Life,''
Blanchet said
BlanchJt, a junior, hopes her
degree in economics, which
she describes as "more of a way
of thinking, instead of just
absorbing information," will
help h~r in her future efforts.
"Economic issues · affect
every person in every type of
career. So, I'm hoping to use the
principles that I learn in economics to maximize my efforts
in whichever career I choose;'
said Blanchet.
Blanchet wishes to continue
her passion for philanthropic
work through her career.
.
''.As I matured and realized
)low truly fortunate I was to
have the opportunities that I
enjoy, which includes being a ·
resident in the United States, I
became truly.passionate about
helping others:· Blanchet said
"Philanthropic work is my way
of showing my appreciation
and gratitude to the world for
all the positive things in my
life:' ·
If;
1
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O'Donnell, Taylor marshal! Golden Knights to
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UCF 75 I MARSHALL 58

Knights thunder A·
past Marshan for :.
conference win
CHRIS HOVLER
Senior StaffWriter

)I

For the second consecutive gamef ·
the UCF Men's Basketball team
stopped a season-long problem by building a first-half
'
lead and pro- Chip's all in:
tecting it to Guard Chip Cartwright
defeat Marshall 75-58 Sat- played 21 minutes, reg-urday at the istering five assists and
UCFArena
two steals.
The Golden Knights led
O'Donnell on fire: -,
45-26 at halfJunior
Mike O'Donnell
time with forward Lavell went 7-for-11 for 17
Payne
and points to lead the
guard
JerGolden Knights.
maine Taylor
each scoring 11
points. The story of the half, however, 1
was junior guard Chip Cartwright, who
played 11 minutes and had four assists '
and two steals, pushing the offensive ;
tempo for a team that usually likes to ;
slow its offense down
"I like to get my teammates good 1
looks and get them the ball when
they're ready to shoot it,'' Cartwright
said
·
Cartwright's playing time has
increased as the season has worn on,
but he saw major minutes Saturday ,
because starting point guard Mike ·
O'Donnell picked up two fouls early.
"Coach [Kirk Speraw] said it was the
right .play to make, because you definitely don't want to get three fouls in-'
the first half," O'Donnell said "It was-.
my fault that I got two fouls, but Chip
came in and played a heck of a game. He,.,
played in control and when he does that'
for us we're such a great team. especial:."
ly when we get going in transition."
It wasn't all bad for O'Donnell as he.
came back in the second half to play 14'
minutes without a foul For the game, he"
posted team highs with 25 minutes, 1Z
. points, two steals and three defensivt:;1
rebounds.
.
"I was rested, so I just went as har~
as I could," O'Donnell said
Taylor matched O'Donnell's lZ
points, though he shot 4-for-11 from th~
field on the afternoon, including 3-for-a.
from 3-point range. It is the sixth time m.~
the last eight games that Taylor has le~
the team in 3-pointers attempted In five
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COURTESYCHRIS SCHUBERT
S
, emor 1orward Lavell Payne and Junior forward Jacob Loucks attempt to block the shot from a Marshall player in the Knights' 75-58 win Saturday over the Marshall Thundering Herd. Payne led UCFwith seven rebounds.
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Knights go 3-1 in first · B~ball gets rocked by TCU !

tWo days of tourney
GOLDEN KNIGHTS

MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

h

game, he shut the Knights out througl;t
four innings. In his final inning of work
he got into some trouble when junior1
second basemen Dwayne Bailey sin:
gled with one out.
~
Back-to-back walks to Tyson Auei
and Chadd Hartman loaded the bases..
Catcher Brandon Romans brought Bai!,
ley h~me with a groundout to make ~

UCF falls to 1-3 with
'
two double-digit losses
'

BRIAN MURPHY
Staff Writer

..

.

PEPPERS ON A10...

The UCF Women's Softball team
kicked off their 2007 campaign this
weekend in almost perfect fashion.
The Golden Knights traveled to
Boca Raton to take part in the FAU
Miken Invitational where they fmished
their first two days of action with a 3-1
record
The Knights' split their first two
games on Friday; beating Miami (Ohio)
6-3, only to fall to host FAU 10-0 in game
two.
They followed that up on Saturday
'with a perfect day, beating both North
Florida and Pittsburgh by a score of2-0.
The Knights' 3-1 start is the second
best in the program's six-year history.
UCF got things started early on Friday scoring three runs in the first
inning. After a Cici Alvarez single and a
walk to Brianne Javier, Allison Kime
sent a three-run shot to right .center
field The home run was the first for
Knights this season.
With the bases loaded in the third
inning, a single from Lindsey Dean
would bring in two more runs putting
the Knights up 5-0.
'I1ie RedHawks would answer back

the

I

Position:
Pitcher

vs. North Florida:
Kime pitched a
shutout, allowing
two hits and striking out four.
in the bottom of the third with two of
their own
Miami would threaten again in the
bottom of the sixth, but would come up
short, scoring only one.
. The Knights would add one more in
the top of the seventh, securing a 6-3
win over the Redhawks.
·
Kime would get the complete-game
win for the Knights, allowing just three
runs off nine hits, while striking out
eight
''We executed so well in our first
game of the season,'' UCF coach Renee
Luers-Gillispie said in a press release.
PLEASE SEE

KIME ON A10

For a young UCF Baseban team,
mistakes will be conµnon. But on Friday and Saturday against No. 15 Texas
Christian University, every Golden
Knight looked like a true freshman.
The Knights could muster only one
run in each game. Neither Knight starting pitcher went past the third inning.
The Knights committed eight errors in
the field It all led to respective 10-1 and
12-1 victories for the Homed Frogs.
"Offensively, defensively and at the
plate, we got bullied all over the ballpark,'' UCF coach Jay Bergman said
after Friday's loss. "It was·like we were
a high school team and they simply
came in, established the tempo and
took the game away from us early in
the ballgame. We had no fight."
UCF's sloppy play began on the second batter of Friday's game. Senior outfielder Matt Horwath slipped while
fielding a single (rom shortstop Bryan
Kervin, allowing Kervin to reach second base.
The next batter, catcher Andrew
Walker, drove in Kervin with a line
drive to center field. One batter later,

7-1.

REBECCA BARNITT I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Freshman pitcher Carmine Giardina pitches against
TCU in Friday's 10-1 loss to the Homed Frogs. Giardina
gave up one run and three walks in .1 innings of work.

the Homed Frogs scored·a run when
designated hitter Matt McGuirk tripled
down the right field line. He scored
when senior right fielder Keith Conlon
singled, giving the Homed Frogs a 3-0
lead
To stop any sort ofUCF comeback
was Jake Arrieta, a preseason AllAmerican.
While Arrieta did not pitch his best

Arrieta earned the win by pitching
five innings, allowing four hits, one~
and recording five strikeouts.
.
UCF's starting pitcher Kyle Swea?
was not nearly as effective. Sweat
allowed six runs in just 2.1 innings. ··~
"He got the ball up,'' Bergman saicl
about Sweat, "and every ball he got up:
they hit. In order to win in college
baseball as a pitcher, you've got to be
able to throw breaking ball."
~
Freshman Carmine Giardillit
relieved Sweat, but his pitclies could'
p.ot find the plate. In the five batters~
that Giardina faced, he walked three
and ~t another with a pitch. Only eigh~
of his 26 pitches went for strikes.
~ Romans was the only Knight with a
multi-hit game. The Knights were held
to five hits on the night.
UCF tried to respond on Saturday,
night, but what they got was another
game filled with poor pitching, baa'
1
defense and an inept offense.
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Miles leads Knights to win over Houston Cougars
NATHAN CURTIS
StaffWriter

The UCF Women's Basketball team won their second
game in a row with a 78-73 victory over the Houston Cougars
on Friday night.
It was the most points that
the Golden Knights have scored
all season and the first time that
they broke the 70-point mark in
two consecutive games.
Despite the two-game ~
streak in Conference USA, the
Knights have only three wins in
the conference.
·
With only five games left on
the schedule there IDi.ght not be

enough time left for UCF to
fight back into the conference,
especially with two of those
games on .the road where the
Knights have struggled mightily.
.
The offense has been red hot
lately, averaging 633 points over
the past seven games, raising its
season average two points to 58.
After the 75-69 win against
Tulsa on Feb. 4, head coach Gail
Striegler was pleased with the
win but not with the balance of
the team. She wanted someone
other than leading scorers
Francine Houston and Keunta
Miles tb step up.
In the game against H~:mston,

UCF had five players in double
figures. Miles led them all with
17 points but the production
from her teammates was what
balanced the offense.
Sophomore Jackie Akers
scored 13 points and brought in
eight rebounds while freshman
Shante Cummings had 10 points
and five assists. Both point
totals were career-highs for
both of them.
Kristin Thomas had 10
points and 10 rebounds for her
third career double-double.
"I feel real good about that,"
Thomas said "I feel like I was
able to help out my team."
Despite dwelling in the cellar

of C-USA, the Knights have not
given up. They·still believe that
they have a chance and that, like
Houston said last week, they
have to believe that it all starts
in practice.
"Coach has been stressing
that for awhile," Akers said.
''We've really come out hard.
We pick our teammates up and
just come out and do welL"
One of the things that was
stressed especially hard this
week was how to keep track of
Houston's Tye Jackson.
Jackson is the Cou~s' leading scorer and has the potential
to make a· big impact in any
game that she's in.

''We worked on it a lot in
practice," Thomas said of covering Jackson. ''We lost her a couple of times but I think we did a
good job of covering her."
Jackson f l.llished the game
with30 points to lead aµ scorers
in the gam~. She went ll-for-26
from the field and 2-for-9 from
3-point range.
At the end of the game, when
UCF was starting to pull away
from Houston, Jackson often
looked pressured to be the orie
to have the make the big shot
and as a result took a lot oflong
3-point attempts. She f~y hit
one with five seconds left on the
clock but UCF would not break.

"We've had a couple of
games where someone would
make a big shot like that and we
would fall," Striegler said "But
the llist two games, when someone made.a big shot like that, we
just came back even harder." ·
The Knights hosted the Rice
Owls on Sunday but results
were not available at press time.
UCF will head to Birmingham, Ala., on Thursday to face
UAB and begin a two-game
road stint that will end in Memphis, Tenn., against the Tigers.
They will host the final two
games of the regular season on
Feb. 22 and 24 against Marshall
and East Carolina, respectively.

('.

(

Dolphins serve Knights
After a strong start in their own UCF Invitational, the
UCF Women's Tennis team has found itself in the middle
of a tough stretch early on in the season.
They were swept by No. 2 Florida: and had their match
against North Florida postponed, the UCF Women's Tennis team returned back to action Saturday afternoon in a
5-2 loss to Jacksonville University.
The Dolphins used victories in four of the six singles
matches to earn their third victory of the season while
UCF fell to 0-2. Singles action would be dominated by the
Dolphins as their No. l, No. 2, and No. 3 singles all won in
straight sets setting the tone for the afternoon.
Lena Willi only lost one game in No. 2 singles as she
defeated Kenza Belbacha 6-1, 6-0. In No. 4 singles, Iva·
Jaresova would need three sets. to fend off a scrappy
Megan Hunter 6-3, 2-6, 6-3.
Th~ Dolphins also took two of the three doubles
matches to win the doubles point for the day en route to ·
their win over their former Atlantic Sun rival
The win marked only the second victory for the Dolphins over UCF in their series history. All would not be
bad for the team as senior Becky Gordon won her No. 5
singles match over Fernanda Carrero 6-2, 6-3.
She joined up with Jennifer Carati to take No. 3 doubles
over Cristfua Paiva-Flor and Fernanda Carrero 8-2.
Junior Kyla McNicol also came through Saturday by
giving up only two games in a victory against Cristina
Paiva-Flor at No. 6 singles 6-1, 6-l With the win, McNicol
is now 4-0 on the young season.
' Today, UCF heads back to action against Florida International at the UCF Tennis Complex. Admission is free for
all and the action begins at Noon.
- VICTOR ANDERSON, STAFF WRITER

UCF track-tastic in S.C.
The UCF Women's 'frack team is beginning to hit their
stride at just the right time. The Golden Knights recorded .
another impressive performance, this time at the Clemson
Invitational. The team recorded several season-best
marks in the two-day event that took place at Clemson
l]niversity in South Carolifia on Friday and Saturday.
The best overall performance came courtesy ofthe distance medley relay team Friday. With a time of12:2352, the
Knights took second in the event The team comprised
seniors Karen Kozub and Jenny Rogan, sophomore Jamie
Rzepecki and freshman Carley Dart.
Saturday, Stephanie Knapp took fourth place in the
800-meters with a time of 2:19.56. The time was a season
best for Knapp. Senior Karen Kozub and sophomore Kelly
McNeil both recorded season bests in the mile run with
times of 5:12.72 and 5-20.67 respectively.
Freshmen Jenny Clausen took an unfortunate fall in the
1,000-meters, but bounced back strong in the 3,000-meters
with a time of 10:14.88. The time was a season-best for
Clausen and good enough for fifth place overall in the .
event
In the field events, Vrrginia Traynor continued to star
for the Knights, finishing fourth overall in the shot put on
Friday with a season-best mark of42 feet, 9 inches. On Sat,urday she followed her strong performance by recording
the third-best weight toss throw in UCF indoor history.
Her throw of 49 feet, 7 inches cracked the top IO overalL
Also competing in the shot put was LaKendra Thames,
her toss was good enough for seventh overalL
Sophomore Dione Thomas finished seventh in long
jump on Friday with a leap of18feet,10.75 inches that mark
was also a season best for Thomas. The momentum from
that mark carried over to Saturday when Thomas took
fourth in the triple jump with leap of39-3.75. Ricki Sullivan
achieved her season best jump of37-4.75 in the triple jump,
but just failed to qualify for the finals in the event
Next up for the Knights is the 2007 Conference USA
Indoor Championships, which take place Feb. 23-24 in
Houston.·
-WOODY WOMMACK, STAFF WRITER

Peppers scores 14, blocks two in UCF win
FROM A9

of those games, he led the team in
3-pointers made.
"I hope (opponents) keep giving me those shots," Taylor said,
"but if they don't I'm going to use
my teammates, get . everyone
involved But if it's an open·shot,
I'm going to take it."
As a team, UCF took 24 3pointers for the game, with 16 of
their 25 first-half shots were from
behind the arc. Part of that had to
do with Marshall's full court press
defense, which they implemeJµed
for a good portion of the first half.
It was the second consecutive
game in which UCF saw a different style of defense; East Carolina
played a 2-3 zone/man-to-man

combination that no other team in
Conference USA plays regularly.
"It's a benefit to see· di:fferent
things at different times as long as
you handle it well," Speraw said.
"Because you never know going
along what kind of things you are
going to see, so when you are
exposed to different styles of play
it challenges you mentally and
how you create a game plan."
The game plan for Marshall
probably didn't include a 40 percent shooting effort and 19
turnovers. The Thundering Herd
was never able to find a rhythm for
their leading scorers coming into
the game, forward Markel
Humphrey and guard Travis
Aikens.
Humphrey led the Herd in

scoring with 13 points, but it came
on 5-for-13 shooting in 34 minutes.
He spent most of the game looking
for points outside of the paint,.
eliminating his rebounding pres"ence. H~ grabbed only two boards
after coming in averaging more
than six per game.
Aikens, a Daytona Beach native
who carried the Herd to victory in
Orlando last season, was held to
four .points. He committed more
turnovers, three, than he made
shots, tw<;>.
Senior forward Josh Peppers
continued his torrid streak, putting up 14 points on 6-for-11 shooting. He also grabbed five rebounds
(four offensive) and had · two
emphatic blocks in ·24 minutes.
Peppers is averaging 16.8 points in

the last four games.
"I'm just getting in the gym a lit- ·
tle bit more and shooting," Peppers said. "Things are .going my
way right now, and it's all because
of hard work off the court. When
the coaches are not around, I'm
just going in the gym and getting a
couple of hundred shots up."
The win is the third in a row for
UCF and the seventh in nine
games. They are now 18-6 overall
·and 7-3 in C-USA. Marshall is now
9-15 overall and 4-6 in C-USA
UCF returns to the court
Wednesday in New Orleans to
take on the Tulane Green Wave
for the only meeting this season.
The game will not be televised,
but 740 WQTM-AM will have the
· action starting at 8 p.m.

i'
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Mcclung leads bullpen with 4.2 shutout innings
FROM A9

Again, the Homed .Frogs took
quick control of the contest with
three runs in the first inning.
In the third inning, UCF starting pitcher Brian Brooks hit Conlon. First bas~man Matt Carpenter
fQ.llowed with a siilgle to put l1ln"
ners at first and second with one
out.
Sophomore Corey Steglich hit
a ground ball to third baseman
Chris Duffy. He threw the ball to
second base, in hopes of starting a
double play, but his throw sailed
into right field, allowing Conlon to
score.
Richardson retrieve'd the ball

and attempted to throw out Conlon at the plate, but his throw got
past Romans, which allowed
Steglich to go to second
The next batter, second baseman Steven Trout, put down a suicide squeeze bunt tp score Carpenter and give the Homed Frogs
a6-0lead
"It's very obvious that we are·
playing right now the way we finished the season, and that is a huge
disappointment," Bergman said.
"Very, very huge disappointment."
Eric English replaced Brooks to
start the fourth inning but provided very wild retie£ ·
English recorded just two outs
and gave up five runs on three hits.

He also walked two batters and hit
another one with a pitch.
. "We're playing a great team
with a lot of people that have experience," UCF outfielder Ryan
Williams said ''We are not making
some of the plays. But besides that,
we got to keep coming out here
and playing hard That's all we can
do."
Williams provided the lone
UCF run with a pinch-hit home
run in the sixth inning. It was the
Knights' first home run of the season and their first pinch-hit homer
since2004.
But there was not much else to
mention about UCF's offense.
Junior Chance Corgan earned the

win by allowing one nin in 5.2
innings and striking out eight
· The·weekend was so bad for
the Knights that their most valuable player in both games was a
middle reliever.
Matt Mcclung pitched a
career-high 42 innings of shutout
baseball on Friday, allowing one
hit Derek Abriola came out of the
pen on Saturday .and allowed one
run in 3.1 innings. He recorded five
strikeouts.
The finale 'of this three-game
series was scheduled to take place
Sunday, but results were not available at press time. A recap of Sunday's game will be available in
Wednesday's edition ofthe Future.

· l

Kime pitches two complete games
FROM A9

"We really needed to get a win in
that first game so thiS team could
get some confidence going. While
we made a few mistakes against
FAU, I was very happy with our
production against -the Red-

Hawks:'
Alvarez and Kime led the
Knights offensively, going 2-for-5
and 1-for-3 respectively.
The Knights didn't fare quite as
well in game two against FAU.
Ashleigh Cole was tagged .with
the loss, giving up 10 runs, only two
earned, off seven hits.
Kacie Feaster and Megon Paul
were the only two Knights who
had hits in the game. ·
Saturday would prove to be q
better day for the Knights, howev-:
er.
UCF began day-two action
against North Florida. -

After leading off the second
inning with. a double, the Knights
struck first when a two-out Kime
single scored Alvarez from second
A Shelly Frick double to right
field would score Kime from second on the very next play.
Two runs would prove to be
enough as the Knights would go on
to beat the Ospreys 2-0.
Kime would get the win, pitching a complete-game shutout and
giving up just two hits on the day.
The win improves Kime's
record to 2-0 on the season.
Shelly Frick led the offense,
going 2-for-3 with one RBL Kime
also picked up her fourth RBI ofthe
season against the 05preys.
The Knights didn't stop there,
however, as they went on to beat
the Pittsburgh Panthers 2-0 in
game two of Saturday's action.
Alvarez and Hillary Barrow
would cross the plate in the bottom

of the third inning to score UCFs
only runs of the game.
The inning began with a no-out
walk to Barrow, who · would
advance to second off a Feaster
Sacrifice bunt and then to third on
an Alvarez single to center field
Barrow would steal home on the
next play.
Alvarez would score the second
and final run of the game off an
Amber Lamb fielder's choice.
Alvarez led the Knights going 23 and scoring,one run.
Cole gave up just three hits on
the day in her complete-game
shutout. The win improved her
record to 1-1 on the year.
With their 3-1 record, the
Knights qualified for bracket play
and were ~xpected to take on
North Florida on Sunday.
Results were not available at
press time but will be available in
Wednesday's issue of the Future.
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OUR STANCE

All the news that's
unfit to print
D

ear readers, it is time for
a news quiz. Without
looking the answers up,
can you name the size of President Bush's proposed budget for
2008? How about how many
Marines died in Iraq on Thursday? How many helicopters
have been shot down in Iraq
over the past few weeks?
What happened in Mecca,
Saudi Arabia, on Thursday?
Who is on trial for obstruction
of justice in connection with the
outing of an undercover CIA
agent? How large is Gov. Charlie Crist's proposed tax cut and
where does the money come
from? Where did Anna Nicole
Smith die? How did Lisa Nowak
drive uninterrupted from Houston to Orlando?
Time's up. For the record:
it's nearly $3 trillion; four; six; a
deal between rival Palestinian
factions brokered by the Saudis;
I. Lewis "Scooter" Libby; $2 billion and from local school budg- ·
ets; the Hard Rock Hotel and
Casino near Fort Lauderdale; ·
and a diaper, respectively.
If you got more than four
correct, please feel free to skip
the rest of this. If all you got
were the last two, then we're
sorry dear reader, you have
failed The media failed you
this week, where stories of
international, national and local
importance were completely
obliterated by two sensational
and largely meaningless stories.
Ideally, the media should act

as an unofficial formal instituAmerican Opinion, the two scition of government that protects entists were able to demonstrate
that over a period of time,
the public's interests above all
increased coverage of certain
others. It should present inforissues changed a subject's permation to educate the public,
ception of those issues' releenabling the polity to make
.vance. By demonstrating a
clear and informed choices
about the shape, role, mission
direct correlation between news
and composition of government. coverage and iSsue relevancy,
Iyengar and Kinder were able to
What you got this week was
mindless entertertainment '
deduce that the media can, and
does, play a large role in shaping
meant to titillate and nothing
the way we view the world and
else. Not all news has to be bad
the decisions we make.
news or serious, but there
Evidence of media influence
should be some value to it.
in the decisions we make can be
With nearly a week of wallfound everywhere, from what
to-wall coverage of two worthless stories, you might conclude movies we see to what products
we buy. But most importantly,
that the media are just giving
viewers what they want. This
· the media are responsible for
what information we get to
seems logical on its face. Why
inform our votes.
would a media company,
Thomas Paine, in his Disserdependent upon
readership/viewership for its
tations on First. Principles of
Government, described the
continued vitality, do anything
right to vote as the right by ·
but serve .their audience, seemingly giving them more of what
which we protect all of our
other rights. A completely disthey wanted tb hear?
But this is one instance when tracted and befuddled public is
conventional wisdom and comantithetical to our system of
democracy, one that leaves govmon sense are wrong. What
this misses is the media's ability ernment unaccountable and
to set the news agenda, to create society at risk.
Citizenship is hard work,
and shape the perceptions of
made all the worse by a press
their audience.
Two political scientists,
dedicated to continually reducShanto Iyengar and Donald
ing the lowest common denomiKinder, addressed this subject in nator of public interest. We cantheir work on the ability of the
not go on this way, not if we
news media to alter which
want to truly be free. To quote
issues were deemed high or low better writers than us, ''You
priorities by viewers. In Nevis
don't get something for nothing,
That Matters: Television and
you don't get freedom for free."

READER VIEWS
the Democrats agree to also vote on the Griggs
Partis~ politics beg~ long ag<?
resolution.

In pomtmg out the seennng mconsistenc1es
The spin from Harry Reid and Barbara Boxer
of Senators Hagel anQ Warner, the Feb. 7 piece
aside, the Democrats are to blame for the fact
"Congress Damaged by Party Unity" overlooks
that votes on any of the war resolutions have
the forest for the trees. The real problem is that
been postponed.
committee chairmanships and assignments are
determined by party leaders, leading a select few
- MARK RITNER
in the House and Senate to maintain a tighter
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING MAJOR
grip on members than would otherwise be the
case. A perfect example is the selection of Rep.
Reyes, D-Texas, as chairman of House Select
Intelligence Committee. More qualified and senior members of the committee were cast aside
The Feb. 7 editorial concerning the Senate
by Speaker Pelosi for purely political reasons.
resolution
against the troop surge served not
The truth is partisan politics was invented
only to show this paper's liberal bias (contrary
neither by Republicans or Democrats. The
Future failed to point out the Federalist and Anti- to your claim to have been "impartial to the last
whistle") but also exhibited astounding ignoFederalists of James Madison's' day were the
rance of the politics involved. In casting Republiinventors of partisanship in American politics.
cans as dishonest partisans, you refuse to
Though Washington, Madison and other
acknowledge the Democrats' own political motifounders may have decried the political party,
vation which was made immensely clear by the
they never failed to use the system when it suit,manner in which they approached the resolution
ed them. Today's Senators and Representatives
and vote.
.
are no different.
Republicans were not simply trying to simply
filibuster the anti-surge resolution. Rather, they
- LUIZ BRAVIM
were
pushing for debate and vote on another
UCFALUMNUS
resolution put forth by Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H.,
in addition to the two, one for and one against
the surge, already scheduled This new resoluThis letter comes courtesy of one who has
tion would have stated opposition to cutting off
upposed this Iraq war from .the beginning. I was- · troop funding. Democrats, however, were
n't convinced by the "slam dunk" evidence of
· unwilling to allow this to go to a debate and
WMD's and wouldn't have supported the war
vote, as they were apparently more afraid of voteven if they had existed. Saddam Hussein was
ing on this resolution that Republicans were of
clearly an evil man, but not insane or stupid
voting on the anti-surge one. In proof of this
enough to have attacked the country that had so
assessment, one has only to look to Senate
easily pushed him out of Kuwait earlier.
Majority Leader Harry Reid, who only stood and
HaVing said that, I have to dispute your constammered at a question from Sen. Gregg as to
tention that the Republicans are "playing politics whether he would vote for the funding resoluwith the fate of the troops and national security" tion.
by not voting to end the filibuster on war resoluWith this in mind, it is neither surprising, nor,
tions. First of all, the resolutions under consider- as you allege, hypocritical that Sen. Hagel and
ation are NON-BINDING. Whatever the results
Sen. Warner voted against ending debate. As
of eventual votes or lack of votes on these resoRepublicans, these men stand behind our troops
lutions, they will have no effect on the manageand strongly oppose cutting off their funding.
ment of the war. There is a reason that DemocThey desired to bring this issue to debate and
rats are not putting forward legislation to restrict vote, a move which Democrats refused to
the President's power over the war and that is
accept. Likewise, if voting against cloture while
that they are nowhere near to having a vetosimultaneously opposing the surge is as horrible
proof majority on ANYTHING, especially dea deed as you say, you should have also pointed
funding the war.
a finger at Sen. Reid, who voted against ending
The reason that these resolutions have been
debate so as to revisit it at a later time. So please,
. forth is purely for political posturing. The 2008
if you feel compelled to voice opposition to the
election cycle (presidential and otherwise) is in
party politics involved in this resolution vote, do
full swing. Democrats were hoping to use the
so towards the Democrats, not Republicans.
media coverage of these debates to reinforce in
voters' minds how much of a failure this Presi- PATRICK STAUFFER
dential administration has been, particularly in
ENGINEERING MAJOR
Iraq. The Democrats want to force Republicans
to publicly break ranks with their President or
face being tarnished heading into the elections.
Democrats have challenged Republicans to a
game of dueling resolutions and are now crying
The Feb. 7 "Congress Damaged by Party
the blues that Republicans have actually suited
Unity" opinion had a fact error. There were 49
up and are wearing their game faces. Just
senators that did vote for cloture and 47 that _
becau~e they initiated the game does not mean
voted against it. The numbers were transposed
they get to make the rules too. The Republicans
in the original piece.
'
IWill
vote on the Warner resolution as soon £
,

Republicans were simply pushing
for debate with cloture vote

·~
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ishthose
who deserve,i t
I'm a little worried where this unigoing to happen no matter what So
versity is going.
,
maybe the real problem is forcing
. My main concern is something
students to plan 37 semesters ahead
oftime. ·
that we reported on last week, the
Multiple-term registration was a
university's decision to restrict multitemble idea from the beginning, and
ple-term registration to students
now it has only been made worse. So
whose GPA is 3.5 or above.
please UCF, cut your losses and
When I first got to UCF in 2003, it
didn't bother me too much that stureturn to the old system.
dents in the honors programs and
. But as upset as this issue has
made
me, I'm very happy with how
student athletes were able to choose
TROY HILLIER
classes before me. I figured that they
UCF has handled another situation:
Editor inChief
dealing with SAE and Sig Ep.
were just trying to recruit students
SGA President Mark White says
who would improve the university,
that we can't keep removing chapters, hoping
and I understood that.
that a "fear mentality'' keeps order on Greek ·
But the idea that the University will now
punish those that can't muster a 3.5 is ridicuRow. Yeah, that makes sense. We can't keep
enforcing the rules, th.inking that it might conlous. Let's look at the rationale here. We take
vince frat brothers to realize the consequences
the students who are already doing well and
give them another perk; while we make things
of their actions. I wonder if his statements
have anything to do with him being a Sig Ep?
harder for students who are already having a
I know; I know. I've never been a Greek,
hard time.
and I can't possibly understand the fun that a
To me, it seems like the academic equivalent of the rich getting richer and the poor get- bunch of guys can have with hot dogs, sardines and Crisco. Sorry.
ting poorer.
But how about this for a solution: grow up
This situation bothers me more out of principle than anything else. After all, I'll be gradu- and accept responsibility. I've seen you guys
put on your big-boy clothes for your special
ating before it takes effect, and I would have
little events, so how about trying to act like an
benefited from it if had I still been here. But
this is, without a doubt, the worst decision that adult too?
I have seen the administration make in my
And stop trying to put all this on UCF too.
Sig Ep's national headqiiarters revoked the
timeatUCF.
UCF chapter's charter, and from what I have
.Were any students actually consulted
seen and heard, your brothers around the
before coming up with this brilliant idea?
country aren't very happy with you either.
So students were failing classes and "clogging up" the system, were t:Q.ey? To me, that
UCF n~ded to take a hard line with hazing, and I'm grateful that they didn't back
shows that there are problems with the sysdown. Maybe this university is on the right
tem, not the students.
path, but I'm not ·about to let them off the hook
You can't just assume that students won't
yet.
fail classes. In a university as big as ours, it's
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Multiple-term registration:
Should a 3.•S GPA be needed?

Doug Markovitz

Jack Wells

Joseph Venuto

Business Accounting, freshman

Computer Engineering, sophomore

Physics, sophomore

"I agree with it, because it gives the
better students the priority."

"Everybody should be able to multiterm register."

"Class sizes are as large as they are, it is
hard to get in as it is." ·

CORRECTION

Lauren Cook

Sarah Hatcher

Tyler Fisher

AD/PR, freshman

Nursing, junior

Mil_sic Education, sophomore

"Some majors are harder than others,
so it is hard to get ai.5."

"I don't think it is fair.It is a pretty high
expectation for a GPA."
.)

"They should just leave it open to
everyone."

1

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
w.w w.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. BLvd. & Rouse Rd'. behind Chick-Fil-A

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
, 5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue

5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

"
(

~ HELP WANTED:

( I

~General

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800·965·6520 x 107.

EARN

Christian Preschool Teachers ·
for afternoons M·F (2:00·6:00 P.M.)
NEEDED FOR Union Park Christian
School, 10301 East Colonial Drive,
Orlando. If you love Children and the
Lord, call 407-282·0551

UPTO
donating
plasma regtilarly

SPfCIAl

~10 Off ER

Come have Summer Fun!
Camp Counselor
Florida Elks Youth Camp
24175 SW 450 Umatilla, FL
. 7 weeks $2100 June 4 - July 21, 2007
1·800·523·1673 ext 251
Scholarship Opportunities

Women ages 21 ·30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help womeri
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407·740·0909.

$170/MO.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Needed for great overnight camps in the
Pocono Mtns. of PA. Teach/assist with
athletics, swimming, A&C, drama, yoga,
archery, gymnastics, scrapbooking,
ropes course, nature, and much more.
Apply online at www.pineforestcamp.com

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors
Escape to the Shenandoah Mountains of
West Virginia. limber Ridge Camp is a
co-ed overnight camp peeking energetic
staff to work with cflildren for the
summer. Top salary, travel allowance.
800-258·2267. www.trcamps.com
Email: Trcamps@aol.com.

We now have openings for FT or PT
telephone work calling businesses all
over the country. No exp. necessary.
Flex. hours. Call Jeff (407) 774-5335.

Help Wanted! College aged counselors,
Camp Wekiva residential summer camp.
Boys Camp June 16th-30th .
Girls June 30th-July 28th. $240/wk.
Contact Mj.Meherg@worldnet.att.net

••..................•..•..•

lfrl 11111•1
ll.1111tU_lll!&11111111

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500

www.dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

FT and PT positions available
sg an hour-+ Bonuses

401-215-9300

The following Positions:
Lifeguard •Ride Operator· Food &Beverage Cashier·
Food &Beverage Cook· Front Gate Assistance· Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Website needed for prof. pet-sitting
service. Must have ·exp. building prof.
websites. Payment negotiable. Call Lisa
at 407·443·2699 or 407-903·0621 .
PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•••
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net

Great Benefits Including:

ti Fr~~ Admis.sion •Free QuarterlyTickets· College
~$

$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19·29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Don't Flip·Burgers!
Work on the phone for us giving away
free ads! FT and PT positions available
$8 an hour+ bp~uses 407·275-9300

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn cash by donating
plasma regularly. Plasma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
people with various illn.esses.

Don't Flip Burgers!

Tu1t1on Amstance •Referral Bonuses and More!

Hpply now:

fi\\ out an app\ic:atioO
oN\JNE\\lisit
wetnwi\dor\ando.c:ol1\

Call:Job Line(40m48-1600
Email: hr@wetnwildorf.com
'lis~: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4PM

Wir.iter/Spring positions available
Earn up to $150 per day
Experience not required
Undercover shoppers needed to judge
retail and dining establishments.
Call 800·722·4791

Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive· Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 ·FAX (407) 345·1005
('

Assistant to president. PT/FT, flexible
hrs. Growing Internet co. Wide range
of skills w/ training-comp. skills,
QBooks pref. Call 321-277-6605
Swim Instructors: If you're good
come work with the BEST Sharks &
Minnows Swim School.- FT/PT
$11-$14hr. Will Train. (407) 699-1992.
www.sharksandminnows.com
Outside Cable Sales • Flexible Hours
Afternoons/Evenings/Weekends
Commissions + Bonuses Reliable
Trans. a must call Biiiy 888-428-0711

MODELS & ACTORS

Where

students are the first priority.

Student Government Association
Open Senate Seats
Are you interested in Student Government?
Your Student Government currently has several
vacant SGA Senate seats.
Within the Legislative Branch is the Senate. The Senate is comprised of 52 Senators. Senators are elected each fall and serve a
one year term. If a vacancy occurs, the Student Body President
fills 'the opening though an appointment proc'edure. Senators
are responsible for the allocation of all student funds and the
proposal of Constitutional Amendments. Within the Senate
there are seven standing committees.

Apply on-Ii ne in the forms section of the SGA Web Site
or in the SGA office Student Union Rm 214

Athletic guys and girls needed for print,
video, web and special event projects.
Apply at www.ucf.VarsityTalent.com
Waterford Lighting a distributor of award
design lighting has vacancy for an office
·manager, MBA. knowledgeable in
Computer and Peachtree Acct system,
Very Good Prospect call 407·671 ·9090

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407·268·4421
PfT Landscape/Lawn Maintenance
Immediate Positions Available!
No Experience Necessary
Call Now! 407-718·5412
Egg Donors Needed Immediately
' $5000 minimum compensation.
For healthy, fit, N/S F between 21 ·29 yrs.
Visit: www.openarmsconsultants.com or
Call 941 377 3978

Artist - Unique Opportunity!
With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities.
$7·$8/hr + Benefitsl FT or PT, Full-face
theatrical face painting in Orlando
theme parks. We train.
Call: 407-240-6380.

~.

FILE CLERK
NEEDED
Part ti1ne position available in
South Orlando. Flexible schedule.
1()-12 hours per week.
. Filing, phones, general office
assistance. $10.00 per hour.

'I')

FEMALE MODELS WANTED·ORLANQO
For lingerie photolvideography promos.
Ages 18·21, 4'8"·5'8", 90·1 25 lbs. $25/hr!
$end pie/info to antone7@earthlink.net,
or call 321·438· 0077.

Fax resun1e to
S. Serrano at 407-351-2926 or
e-mail ssen~ano 2(d{earthlink.
net.
....
I

Waterford Lighting a distributor of lighting
is looking for a marketing and outside
sales rep interested in higher earning
pot. Seeking degree in MAR or PSY,
unlimited prospects call 4b7-671 ·9090

EOE. ·

For more information check the SGA Web Site:

SGA.UCF.EDU

Vacant Senate Seats
Education Seat 3
Education Seat 4
Education Seat 6
College of Engineering and Computer Science Seat 4
College of Engineering and Computer Science Seat 5
.School of Hospitality Management Seat 1
Undeclared Majors Sea~ 1
Unspecified Majors in Graduate Studies Seat 1
Unspecified Majors in Undergraduate Studies ·Seat 1
Regional Campus Seat 2

OPENING SOON • OVIEDO
\

The Aussie Theme Restaurant known for fun,
food and Great People
be opening soon.

will

Now Hiring all hourly positions, including Servers and Cooks
Apply in Person
Hiring Hours ·Monday- Friday 10:00 - 6:00 pm
.

Saturday 10:00-3:00 pm
At Our Hirin.g Trailer in front of our building
167 EAST MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD OVIEDO
INTERSECTION OF ALAFAYA AND MITCHELL HAMMOCK ROAD IN THE LA FITNESS CENTER
Equal Opportunity Employer

"
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Earn Cash While
Helping Others!
.

M/F wanted for furnished 312 home
on lake. Gated comm, 6 mlns from
UCF. $600/mo Incl. utll. NIS, no pets,
sec sys, pool & tennis. Available
Immediately. Call 407-832-8160,
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400

, . "*

·~·

Room for rent in 2 story house in Oviedo
4 miles from UCF
$375/month all utils included.
Contact Mark 407,256-9574.

Mid Flori~arBialtrgica's
@

A13

Room For Rent! • Starting March 1st Room In quiet home close to UCF.
Rent and monthly utilities $430/mo.
Call 407-346-2373 (Matt) or
thatonewebslte.net for detalls. Most
Pets welcome! Hurry, wont last long!

Low on Dough?

•

•

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

'

Tired of student housing? Avalon room
for rent! 3/2.5 Townhouse in Avalon
Lakes/Avalon Park. $600/mo incl. all
utilities & maid service. For more info call
954-701-4603, lgomez-07@hotmail.com
www.myspace.com/avalonroom4rent

has -new donor programs thal,
YQU .may qu_
alify f)>r~

F roommate wanted for beautiful 4/2
home in Waterford Lakes. Huge Master
suite. $600/mo all utilities included.
Please call Natalie 954-471-8583
2 quiet, N/S females needed furn 3/2
home In Creekwood. Walk to UCF,
Publix. DSL Internet, carpet/wood floors,
W/D. $450/mo ea. room, incl utils. '
No pets. Call 407-971-6748 .
3/2 Custom Duplex 2 milE!S from UCF
1150-sq ft. All appliances included.
No smoking $1200/mo + sec dep.
$40 application fee. 407-359-5001

. Furnished room for rent, 2 miles from
UCF. Spacious home w/ pool. $430/mo
util incl. Contact Steve 305-281-3104 or
email scasios76@aol.

Gorgeous 513 with pool available ASAP
$550 per room. www.geocities.com/cptt91
rentucf@yahoo.com or 913-908-8185
3/2 Home w/ 2 car garage.
3 blocks from UCF. Suntree on
University. All appliances incl. $1300/mo.
Can be viewed on weekends or nights.
Gall 504-628-5857

.,

© Puzzles by Pappocom

New 3/2.5 Townhpme In Winter Spgs.
Gated community near Town Center.
W/D and all appliances Included.
Call for details (407) 361-9370

1/1 Condo for Rent in Waterford Landing,
Full Appliances, Racket ball quart, Gym,
Comm. Pool, Avail Immediately;
$750/mo, Call 786-355-5615

•

2/2 $750/mo & 211 $625/mo
Close to UCF Call Matt or Aaron
. 407-380-6000

$350-$450/wk ·average
Join our team now and find

"k Guaranteed bas~ pay

, tr Weekly pat~hecks ·

~ ~ Flexibte schedules AM/PM -k Giowth opportunities
.Cail and Set11UP .vnlmme8lote1ntertiew{w;

HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN !
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing .c osts, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)7'37-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
212 $725/mo Water, Basic Cable
& Local Phone INCLUDED!
Close to UCF Call Matt or Aaron
407-3806000
Red· Bug/Tuscawilla Area
Newly renovated vacant condo $985/mo
2 bdrm/2 bath w/ all amenities
joker55064@aol.com 407-365-5701

Dance Teacher Needed
to·teach classes In Jazz, Hip Hop,Tap or
Lyrical. Beg-advanced,children-adult.
Gymnastics coach also needed. Exp.
and ref. required. Call 321-383-4075

RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs. Luxurious,1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www,thecrestlife:t:om

New Restaurant in Waterford
Lakes. Designer Greens restaurant hiring
cashiers, front of house, and salad chef.
Please call Steven at 407-616-1628 or
email at skay99@tampabay.rr.com
DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED
Promote a top 30 company to gain realworld business & marketing experience!
www.RepNation.com/Dell to apply.

Apply in person
Monday-Saturday, 10am to 6pm

Classified Sales Rep

1
(I

lake Bry~n ~ .,: .,.
8702 VinelandrAvenue*
' Orlando, Fl:32s21r' '"
(407) 938~0015
':!

'*

An equal opportunity ~ployer. ,Wifi
~.~.,,

i

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED!

needed for the Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. required.
Make minimum $8+/hr.
plus monthly bonus.
E-mall resume to
trlshal@KnlghtNewspapers.com.

WANTED: WEB MASTER
Real Estate team needs a part/more
than part time·web master/ tech
genius for website and marketing
program,. Flex hours- good pay.
Experiel)ce/ must. Can turn to full time
If right candidate. call 1·800-926-0736
ex. 9002 for more Info.

Asst. to Busy Real .Estate Agent
in Lake Nona Area. Part Time. Must be
organized, computer proficient. ,
Marketing/Communications major
preferred.
Send resume to 407-982-8948

Have a fantastic summer and ·get paid for it
at Circle FDude Ranch! We are seeking
counselors for a traditional residential
summer camp in Lake Wales, FL Activities
include horseback riding, waterfront, sports,
rock wall/zipline, paintball, and more.
Staff arrives Tuesday, June Sand
leaves Wednesday, August 1S.

Appointment Setting
• Orlando area accounting firm seeks
enthusiastic people with clear speaking
· voice to set appointments for our
accounting firm. Base Salary is $8-$1.0/hr
with opportunity to earn a commission
• Flex day time hours, PT, Professional
Environment, Training and Support, No
Acct Exp Req. For ·Interview call
407-228-7333 Btwn 9AM and 5PM' M-F

Call

407-295-0080

or visit www.circle·f-duderanch.com
for more informa~ion
.I/I

*
•

Spend your summer in a lakefront cabin
in Maine. If you're looking to spend this
summer outdoors, have fun while you
work, & make lifelong friends, then look
no further. Camp Mataponi, a residential
girls camp in Maine, has male/female
summertime openings for Land Sports,
Waterfront (small crafts, skiing,
lifeguarding, WSI, boat drivers), Ropes
Course, Ten,nis, H.B. Riding, Arts &
Crafts, Theater, Cooking, Gymnastics,
Dance, Gro!Jp Leaders & more. Top
salaries plus room/board & travel
provided. Call us today toll-free at
1-888-684-2267 or apply onllne at:
www.campmataponi.com

Great Southern Customer Service
Trainee. No experience neccessary.$10-19/hr . Pelee! for high school and
college students. No selling involved. Full
medical and dental. Call Michael at
407-830-0107x258 or email
gswthr@earthllnk.net
2 Engineering Interns needed. Flex
sched. 20 hrs per week. Exp in basic
comp. programming skills, data
structures, algorithms, comp. languages,
Java req'd, military or simulation exp. a
+. Senior or grad student in Software
Engineering (will consider exceptional
Junior) Req: US citizenship and ability to
obtain a security clearance as needed.
F(lease 'send your resunre now, $14/hr.
\ jill.blanc@coleengine~ring.com
407-384-9956 ext. 300.

FT Secretary needed for filing and
answering phones at downtown Orlando
const. company. Knowledge of MS
Word/Excel req. $7.50/hr, great working
exp! Contact Johan Toro, office manager
at 407-947-6137.
WANTED: Real E$tate Team Member
No License req. Must be organized &
have good communication skllls, 'a
mind for .marketing & desire to grow.
Call 800·926·0736 ex. 9000 for Info.
Flexible hours possible.
FT Pressure Washer needed. Must have
own transport and cell phone & live in
Waterford Lakes, UCF, Oviedo, or Winter
Springs area. Call 407-276-2881.

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Ciiek on Surveys.
Looking for investor to build time
machine. Must have lots of cash.
Payment in the future. ·
Looking for people to hand out flyers.
Must live in Waterford Lakes, UCF,
Oviedo and Winter Springs areas. Up to
$121hr. Must have own car and cell
phone. 407-276-2881 or 407-359-5901

Start your own mortgage
business for $200. Originate loans in
over 42 states. Generate profits with
your own team. Quick growth, no
license or exp. necessary, pt, will train.
To attend our O:t!mpany overview call
1-888-649-2265

Clean, quiet, n/s m/f needed in a brand
new gated townhouse in avalon lakes.
' $600/month Call Mike 954-234-3953
Female roommate needed for 212 Avalon
Park townhome. ,!'Ion-smoker. $600
includes u'til. Available nowl!
Call 407-384-1972.

Greater Orlando
Share Luxurious Homes
Orlando & Central Florida $425 Clean
Shared Bath Master $600 and up + Utll.
All ApplJHS Internet Photo shows
Sample Home 407-222-1247/or
407-334-6658
Roommate needed for 3/2 In Riverpark
Apts. Nice clean place. Approx
$450/month including all utilities.
Call Chris 321 · 217-6247.

Looking for quiet roommate. Resp. Male
to move into room w/ optional private
bath. Beautiful 3/2 immaculate house.
Fresh paint, new tile, sec. system, 6 min.
from UCF, brand new W/D, all furniture,
brand new bath, full kitchen. Must be
clean. Negotiable price. Cable TV,
Wireless high speed internet..All utilities
included. Must be 21 or older.
Background check. Call 305-!;>27-5415.
2 rooms for rent In b rand new 312
house. Have half of the house to
.y ourself. One person(owner) In house.
Call for prices (407) 380·2232
Looking for easy going, laid back
roommate. $495/mo in a 3/2 condo in
gated community in the beautiful Vista
Lakes area
(OIA/528/417). Large master b~droom,
private bathroom, walk-in closet, in
walking distance to brand new shopping
center. Call Danny (954)224-9295.
M/F needed for single room in 4/2 house
in Ashington Park. $405 + utilities. Pet
friendly. One mile from UCF.
Master bedroom available in 3/2 house.
Private bath + walk-in closet. $525/mo +
1/2 utllities. 20 min to UCF, 10 min to
VCC. Call Chris 407-470-0381.

Location Location Location!
Large 4/2 needs responsible roommate
to rent out large room. On McCulloch,
$500/mo incl. util, cable, internet. N/S in
house. 407-461-3765
NEW 412 SPACIOUS. OWN BTHRM.
FEM ONLY. $500+1/3 Elect. INC. WTR,·
50"CBTV, INTRNT, W/D , GARAGE,
FIREPLACE, CATS OK, (765)714-9022
Master Bedroom for Rent in a 3/2
. Beautiful Home, in suite bathroom and
walk in closet. 5 minutes from UCF.
Utilities/Cable/DSL included
Jr, Sr or Grad Student. $680/mo
Available March 1st. call 954-649-4933

6·
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

1 9

Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

·- ·..-"""t'"'----

Friday puzzle:
Hard level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
1 bedroom available May 1st in U-House
on Alafaya. All util. included except
phone. Unfurnished/furnished
$445/$485. Call Henry 239-777-1797
Pegasus Connection- FEB. RENT FREE
Room for rent 4/4 $535/mo all util incl.
Reserved parking, available now! F only
·561 -601-8571

JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing c9sts, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down 1 no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlile.com
DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford. Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

FIRST MONTH 1/2 OFF!

Bedroom with private bath.
Close to Valencia.
$600/mo all utll Incl. $400 deposit .
407-328-4950

5

5 2
3 1

3

LOOKlll
1 room avail in a large house close to
UCF. Includes In-ground pool, W/D, &
full kitchen. $350/mo. + spllt utll.
Call 407-712-4035, leave message.

M needed for 4/2 in Pegasus Pointe.
Avail. immediately. Great roommates
and nice location in neighborhood.
$475/mo all util incl. 860-759-4013

suldolku

7

Gated Comm. 2bdrm/2bath condo. All
kitchen appliances & washer dryer.
$160,000.Excel Realty Diane Molaka
407-222-4270 '
www.excelrealtyonline~com

Gated Community-2bdrm/2bath all new
kit. appliances & washer/dryer
$159,900. Excel Realty Diane Molaka
407-222-4270. Ready Today!

Tell your parents!

.

House for. sale, $0 down You live free.
Roommates pay mortgage.
Responsible students currently living in
home. Great location and
neighborhood. I will pay the 5% down
payment, or return cash· if they take
100% loan. Great tax break, equity
could pay off student loans when you
graduate. 913-908-8185 or
rentucf@yahoo.com

2002.Belge Toy!>ta Corolla CE
Very clean. Just 67k mlles. AIT
Call Stephen 407-756-2453

4 SALE BY OWNER
2002 Harley Davis CM. ~lack/chrome
exhaust system. 14K mi. $8000 O.B.O
Call 407-719-0018
'95 Camry LE. Automatic, AC, Low Miles,
Excellent Condition, Moving out of state
must sell, $3,450/obo. call 954-649-4933
2001 Volkswagen Jetta.GLS Wagon.
36K miles, very good condition. A/C,
automatic, power steering, windows, and
locks. Cruise control, cassette player,
ABS, roof rack. $10,100.
Call 407-656-7902.

8' Pool Table w/ cues, cue rack and 2
sets of balls - $500. Call 321-784-4557

Need 2 girls to share 4/2 house close to
UCF. $500 incl internet, cable, pest
control plus 1/3 water & elect. Go to http ://searching4roommate.googlepages.com
or call Naty at 407-782-2375.
CONTACT ME SOON AND GET 1ST
MONTH'S RENT HALF OFFll

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407·831-1322

Room Available Now

FOOSBALL TABLE- llke new, $250!
Harvard XP 1000, original price $500.
Call 407-375-8795

Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322

Need female to share Giant House in
Waterford w/ 5 UCF Ladies!
$550 includes everything!
Quiet, Clean, & Fun!
407-466-2853

Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831 -1322

ROOMMATE WANTED
New town homes five min. from UCF.
N/S. No Pets. $425f'month + 1/3 Util.
Call 321-698-6351

Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $23~ delivery
available. 407-331-1941

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Munch on ·
. 5 Slip-prevention
device
1O Links' vehicle
14 "Damn Yankees"
vixen
15 Singer Buddy
16 Regan's father
17 Currier's partner
18 Opera songs
19 New York canal
20 Jackson and
Principal
22 Queeg's ship
23 Getty and
Winwood
24 Drew and
Mariah
25 Affirmative
26 Comic crash
27 Gomez or
Morticia
31 Manner
36 Prepare to drive
37 CD 's rival
38 1o sawbucks
39 Fit for guys
41 Detonations
42 Major ISP
43 Pool tool?
44 "On the
Waterfront" star
48 Puts in place
53 Russo and Coty
54 One with the
most smarts
55 Requests
56 Japanese car
maker
57 Sense organ
58 Electrical unit
59 Total
60 Mental spark
61 Has debts
62 Naps
63 Transmit
DOWN
1 Writer Barker
2 Larry of
"Hogan's
Heroes"
3 Choose by vote
4 Refuse
5 English prince
6 Aussie parrots
7 Wait Disney's
middle name

2/12/07

@ 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rig hts reserv&d.

8 Lamenter's cry
9 Herndon and
Cobb
1O Sharply defined
11 F.0 .E. chapter
12 Like the wet
season
13 Elders and
alders
21 Four-year
intervals
22 Confessed
24 Machinery part
26 Make a wager
27 24-hr. banker
28 Narc's org.
29 ' Hideaway
30 Eur. nation
3 1 Man about the
house
32 SNL's Gasteyer
33 GPh . bkM
. lis,tings
34 iant e
35 Notes of scales
37 Dolores_ Rio.
40 Monkey house
address
4 1 Interments
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Last issue solved
43 Infant's bed
44 La Scala cheer
45 Plant new ·
seeds
46 Leg joint
47 Bird homes
48 Ball's partner

49 TLC's "
Treehouse"
50 Crystalline cavity
51 German city
52 Bed foltower
54 Cher's Sonny
56 Stashed away

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

PHO and Masters graduates to help
with essay research and w riting.
www.customes say.com
1-888-345-8295
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling. FREE and confidential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433

Local photographer
professional photographer seeks models to build portfolio . All
shapes and sizes needed. There is
no charge, strictly Trade For Prints.
Apply oi;illne and get details at
www.deweymoore.c om ·

INCOME TAX SERVICE ·
Best Refund Guaranteed!
Low Rates - Most return.s cost $20
ben_eisen @yahoo.com 407-375-2567
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKldzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Proofreading & Editing
Letters-Articles-PapersDissertations-Books
No job too small or too large!
Affordable & Fast 407-228-6884
emall: amylk@cfl.rr.com
Services of cleaning houses.
Everything thet you need; do the
laundry. Weekly or biweekly.
Call 407 927-4195
FRENCH TUTORING
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and children.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call, leave msg 407-482-2343.

Truces
407·679-7884
UCF Students $25 off

Honors Congress V-Day Rose Sale!
Raise $ for Children's Miracle Netwc:yk
9-4pm Honors.College & Student Unlbn
Single: $2, 1/2 dozen: $11, dozen: $20.

BAHAMA SPRING BREAK
$189
$239

5-Days/4-Nights
7-Days/6-Nlghts

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.1.P. party package upgrade.
APPALACHIA TRAVEL
1-800-867-5018
www. BahamaSun.com
WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Cancun from $499

BAHAMAS SPF,!I NG BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE from $3391
Includes Meals, Taxes,
Exclusive Parties w/MTV Celebrities.
Cancun, Acapulco, Nassau, Jamaica
From $599! Panama City from $169!
Organize a group and travel FREE i Call
SpringBreakTravel.com at
1.800:293.1443- or visit
www.springbreaktravel.com
use promo code: na55

Loving Couple Need an Egg Donor
with dark hair, brown eyes. Ages 21-29
Also need gestational carrier. Ages 25-35. •
Please contact Robin 407-963-3390

t
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Relaxed. If nothing else, loosen up this
season. Easy definitely does it.
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also shop macys.com

!

